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Sometimes it feels like the universe is conspiring to get things
to end up in my mouth....or is that because I'm always
thinking about putting things in my mouth?I'm sweet and
innocent, so I'll blame it all on the law of attraction.Whether
the universe, my dirty little mind, fate or just hot luck, I have
jotted done some of my favorite encounters and romantic
experiences. Not all, just a couple that I can't stop thinking
about.I re-tell them in a fictional way to protect the perverted
and the married. Plus, you'll enjoy them more that way.She
Dunks the Whole TeamThis is one of those stories that I
SWORE I would never tell another living soul... because it
makes me look like a total cum dump slut.... but quite a few of
you secret perverts emailed me asking if I had ever had a
threesome or gangbang experience.So I decided to tell this
one. (Yes, there were other. Don't judge me. I work hard.
Don't I deserve to play every once in a while?)And I did play
this particular night, with a lot of balls.Gag Me, OfficerI was
gagging on my anger when this officer suggested that I was
an escort. Moi?I was so offended that I had no choice but to
take it out on his big black cock.If you've read my other little
tabloid tales, then you already know this one is based on a
true experience.Yes, I was a bit slutty in this particular
instance, but... but... but... there is a sweetness to this story.
And it's not just the officer's jizz.Even with the hard fast fuck
scene, where he discovered my BIG secret, it was still more
like romantic sex than naughty perversion.A young officer
with a budding career, soon to be married, soon to become a
dutiful husband and a loving father: I was simply helping him
transition into his new life and shedding his old
one....Allowing him to leave all his frustrations, fear, and
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anxiety inside me.You read it and tell me if you see the
situation the same way as I do.The T-Girl Next DoorShort
enough to pat on the head, cute dimples and one of the
biggest black dicks I'd ever seen - Of course this is a love
story.I actually don't know how you'll judge me for my
involvement with this guy. After all, he was another woman's
man at the time.But in my defense... wait, no... I won't give
away the ending.I will say that we were both at a crossroads
in our lives at the time.Unlike some of my stories that are fan
favorites, this is a sweeter tale. It's not all rough sex and me
living out a dirty fantasy.I owe this guy a great deal. He
showed me another side that I'd never considered before
about why some straight guys go after special girls like
myself. I should have known better. It's not always about
fetishism.Submit to Mama!A big hairy ass and one of the
nastiest attitudes never want to encounter.Big as a
linebacker, but still a spoiled brat. Coddled by his helicopter
dad, who had been bailing him out of trouble since he could
walk upright. He still drags his knucklesYou know? The guy
that's at the center of all the drama when the cops show up to
break up a bar brawl. That guy.I wonder if there is some
scientific, biological, evolutionary correlation to the size of a
man's ball sack and his attitude. The bigger the balls, the
bigger the Neanderthal jerk persona?I was frightened and
shaking in my heels the first time I encountered this guy.I was
in fear of my life.
High-profile escort, journalist, author, mum and sex-industry
pioneer. A woman who prides herself on staying true and
being empowered - even mentoring other women - yet who,
when it comes to her own life, had become a dishevelled
bloody mess. We left Samantha X confused at the end of
HOOKED - should she stay escorting or hang up her high
heels? In this fascinating, compelling sequel we see
Samantha grow in to her new role as boss of her escort
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agency Samantha X Angels, how she deals with the girls,
falling in love with Mr Big (while still managing to sneak in a
few clients) ... and much, much more! BACK ON TOP is fastpaced and occasionally outrageous, told with the flair readers
loved in HOOKED. Samantha X does not hold back when it
comes men, love, sex - and getting herself back on top.
Wanneer Zoë op haar trouwdag in de steek wordt gelaten
door haar grote liefde Jason, kan ze de medelijdende blikken
van familie en vrienden niet langer verdragen. Zoë vlucht
naar Amerika en komt terecht in Boston, waar ze als nanny
gaat werken bij de knorrige maar ongehoord sexy
alleenstaande vader Ryan. Met zijn twee schattige kindertjes
Ruby en Samuel kan ze het al snel goed vinden. Met Ryan
maakt ze knallende ruzie. Was hij maar minder aantrekkelijk.
Gelukkig kan Zoë altijd terecht bij haar kleurrijke groepje
nieuwe vriendinnen Trudy, Amber en Felicity, net als zij
Engelse nannys. Maar kunnen die haar redden wanneer haar
verleden plotseling hinderlijk op de stoep staat?
A firsthand account of how public officials and other wellconnected individuals have been compromised or
blackmailed by their sexual improprieties, Confessions of a
D.C. Madame relates the author’s time running the largest
gay escort service in Washington, DC, and his interactions
with VIPs from government, business, and the media who
solicited the escorts he employed. The book details the
federal government’s pernicious campaign waged against
the author to ensure his silence and how he withstood
relentless, fabricated attacks by the government, which
included incarceration rooted in trumped up charges and
outright lies. This fascinating and shocking facet of
government malfeasance reveals the integral role blackmail
plays in American politics and the unbelievable lengths the
government perpetrates to silence those in the know.
In this new collection of erotic tales, ten women, each with
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their own wild fantasies and dark desires, reveal their most
provocative confessions . Nothing is out of bounds and
passion is pushed to its very limit. Hard Hat - a sexy builder
turns out to be the tall, dark and silent type Model
Misbehaviour - supermodel Anna Lamb has a memorable
catwalk experience, thanks to her rockstar boyfriend Joey and
some very special lingerie Toy Story - two housemates find a
very special kind of toy in the house Bossy - power games in
the office show the boss who's really in charge Car-ma Sutra
- fantasies about sex in public lead a young married couple to
an unexpected midnight encounter Steaming - a stressed
businesswoman gets the gold-standard treatment at a very
special sauna A Working Girl - hard up for cash, a young
magazine assistant decides to become an escort, but first she
has to attend a private interview... Ash - Nina picks up skinny
indie kid Ash at a gig, but there's more to him than meets the
eye All Tomorrow's Parties - when artist David meets dancer
Charlie, and discovers she is a virgin, he furthers her
education in more ways than one Waterbaby - a young
woman discovers that keeping it all in can lead to new heights
of ecstasy. With private indulgences stripped bare for all to
see, Quickies: More True Confessions ensures that nothing
remains a secret any more.
Criminal Interrogation and Confessions, Fifth Edition presents
the Reid Technique of interviewing and interrogation and is
the standard used in the field. This updated Fifth Edition
presents interviewing and interrogation techniques, based on
actual criminal cases, which have been used successfully by
thousands of criminal investigators. This practical text is built
around simple psychological principles and examines
interrogation as a nine-step process that is easily understood
by the reader. New and Key Features of the updated Fifth
Edition: -The text contains updated photographs throughout
to illustrate behavior symptoms; the proper room setting and
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positioning; as well as the placement of electronic recording
equipment. -Every chapter of the text includes updated
information. -Chapter 9 (Behavior Symptom Analysis)
contains new research that has been conducted on the
efficacy of behavior symptom analysis, as well as building for
the reader the behavioral model of the truthful individual
versus the subject who is withholding or fabricating relevant
information. -Chapters 7 through 12 discuss in detail how to
build the investigative interview, including the proper use of
both investigative and behavior provoking questions, as well
as guidelines for evaluating the credibility of allegations, and
the proper use of follow-up and bait questions. -Chapter 15
(Distinguishing between True and False Confessions) has
been updated to include new cases throughout and contains
two new sections; "The Issue of False Confessions in the
Courtroom – The Testimony of Expert Witnesses" and “The
Issue of False Confessions in the Courtroom – Court
Decisions”. -Chapter 17 discusses all of the legal issues
related to interrogation and confession law, including
Miranda, the meaning of custody, the use of threats and/or
promises, the use of deception, and confession voluntariness.
The chapter contains update legal references including 2011
court decisions.
A comprehensive alphabetical reference (abacus to zoot suit)
that supplies information on archaic or obscure terms in
significant literature from the Bible and Shakespeare's plays
to The Autobiography of Malcolm X and The Handmaid's
Tale. Such terms can elucidate character and reveal history,
fashion, and custom. Pronunciation, etymology, alternate
spellings, and examples of literary uses are included, as well
as some 800 small bandw illustrations. With bibliography,
references, and author/title and subject indexes. Annotation
copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
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People ask so many questions about it. You did that?
You're kidding, right? How did you start? What's it really
like? What kinds of people use the service? What kinds
of girls work for it?'' All call girls are depraved and drugaddicted - right? No one with any self-respect would ever
choose to be a call girl - right? Wrong. At the age of thirtyfive, Jeannette Angell's life took a shocking turn. Her
boyfriend emptied their joint bank account and took off,
leaving her penniless. Despite her job as a part-time
university teacher, she was an independent, educated
woman on the skids. Then she read a newspaper ad for
''escorts''... Uniquely honest, this is the true story of a
three-year double life - university lecturer by day, call girl
by night. It tells why Angell made her decision, and
reveals what happened on her journey into a hidden
world.
Als Nancy Chan, een succesvolle call girl in Manhattan,
door haar favoriete klant wordt uitgenodigd om mee te
gaan naar zijn luxueuze villa in de Provence, moet ze
een moeilijke keuze maken. Het levert haar een smak
geld op, maar kan ze wel zo lang weg bij haar man Matt
zonder dat hij begint te vermoeden dat het niet zomaar
een reisje is? Nancy besluit om toch te gaan en verzint
een smoes voor Matt: ze gaat zogenaamd op vakantie
met haar moeder. In werkelijkheid is Nancy druk bezig
om haar viagra slikkende klant waar voor zijn geld te
geven. En als dat betekent dat ze samen met twee
andere collega’s het onderste uit de kan moet halen,
dan zij het zo. Maar Nancy ontdekt al snel dat het leven
op het Franse platteland een stuk lastiger is dan in
Manhattan...
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Dave meets a new girlfriend Susan, who he finds out
was working as a part time Escort.... She was introduced
to the game by her friend and eventually Dave became
suspicions and confronted her. She then gives up visiting
clients but is offered the chance to take over the agency
as her boss was retiring and moving down to Devon.
Dave and Susan take over the agency and the story is
about how it all happened and the working girls and what
they had to do. Excerpt...."So what happened
Susan?""Well, I told him it was my first time and never
done anything like that before ... he sort of calmed down
a bit and made me to sit on the bed with him. He said he
was sorry and didn't know it was my first time and said,
he understood and would be gentle with me."I was
feeling so horny at this point, I was on top of Susan
fucking her really slowly as I got her to tell me
more...She continued, "He started to hug me and then
he was kissing me ... his hands were inside my blouse
and bra, squeezing my tits and then he was between my
legs ... He made me lie down on the bed while he went
down on me... you know ... He pulled my knickers and
tights right off but I still had my skirt and blouse on, then
he was licking and fingering me... I started crying again
but he didn't stop, I just lay there on the bed and let him
do it. Then he got up and told my to take my clothes off
... he stripped off as well ... he was really looked really
old and had a big belly. He told me not to cry but seemed
to like seeing me upset ... And then he was on top of me
... he put it in and fucked me really hard for about 3
minutes ... grunting like a pig. When he finished, he got
off and told me to play with myself while he watched me,
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sitting in a chair and playing with his dick again."Excerpt
from Chapter 3 - Some of the girls.Sharon lived in a
beautiful big house in Surrey, a real stunner with long
blond hair, she was like Purdy in the Avengers TV series,
if you can remember that far back. Recently divorced
with 2 lovely children running around in the garden. We
sat there drinking tea from her expensive china tea set in
the kitchen, discussing all kinds of things as if her escort
work was completely normal. She was obviously quite
well off and enjoyed escorting to supplement her income.
If you ever met Sharon, you would never believe she
was working as an escort.I used to find it really
interesting meeting the girls and collecting our fees.
Sharon was one of the original girls and regularly paid us
£200 - 300 in weekly agency fees. I remember once
when she refused to go and see a client. He had
specifically asked to see her again ... She told us, he
was a young guy in his early thirties and very strong, like
a muscle builder. She was mid 40's and
beautiful...Anyway, he apparently fucked her for hours
and she told us... he wouldn't let her go home... He was
like an animal, fucking without cumming for over an hour.
Then forcing her to do anal and sucking his cock. She
said, she was crying because she was so sore and he
wouldn't stop. He apparently really enjoyed hurting her
and forcing his cock down her throat making her choke
and gag. The poor girl was sobbing her heart out while
telling me what he did to her. On top of all that, he still
only paid her for an hour when it should have been 3
hours.We eventually found him another girl that day, and
did warn her what he was like, but after her telling us a
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similar story after she saw him, I had to tell him, that our
girls were refusing to meet him... and if he called us
again, we would not be able help him. He got all abusive
and told us there was nothing we could do as the girls
were all slags and prostitutes and we could all fuck off...
'Wonderfully funny and sharp as knives' Sunday Times
In the third instalment of the hilarious Adrian Mole series,
16-year-old Adrian navigates his way into adulthood . . .
Monday June 13th I had a good, proper look at myself in
the mirror tonight. I've always wanted to look clever, but
at the age of twenty years and three months I have to
admit that I look like a person who has never even heard
of Jung or Updike. Adrian Mole is an adult. At least that's
what it says on his passport. But living at home, clinging
to his threadbare cuddly rabbit 'Pinky', working as a
paper pusher for the DoE and pining for the love of his
life, Pandora, has proved to him that adulthood isn't quite
what he expected. Still, without the slings and arrows of
modern life what else would an intellectual poet have to
write about . . . __________ 'Essential reading for Mole
followers' Times Educational Supplement 'Townsend has
held a mirror up to the nation and made us happy to
laugh at what we see in it' Sunday Telegraph 'The
funniest person in the world' Caitlin Moran
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine
that chronicled the 20th Century. It now lives on at
LIFE.com, the largest, most amazing collection of
professional photography on the internet. Users can
browse, search and view photos of today’s people and
events. They have free access to share, print and post
images for personal use.
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Miss S continues her revealing memoirs in Extra
Confessions of a Working Girl. Having left behind the
sauna where she was top girl, Miss S moves to London
to start work as a stripper. But after one of the other
dancers burns her in the back with a cigarette, she
decides to try her hand at something new. It's in an
escort agency that Miss S finds her true vocation, and
where she encounters a colourful cavalcade of clients,
including Mr Fingers and Mr Slimeball, to name just two.
Packed with yet more eye-opening and true stories of
what really goes on behind the scenes in the sex
industry, including fetish clubs and swinging parties,
Extra Confessions of a Working Girl is another addictive
read written by one honest, feisty and fiercely
independent lady - the illusive Miss S. Miss S started
working as a paid companion when she was a student,
working in a brothel. Witty, intelligent and ambitious,
Miss S knows how to achieve what she wants in a job
that she loves... and that she's very, very good at. She
now works independently in London.
This book is definitely making people talk. The
controversial memoirs of a male escort in London is
becoming the next stop for the Fifty Shades of Grey
readers. A book that is attracting the curiosity of readers
of all ages and all kinds of sexual preferences. Have you
ever spanked a Rabbi? Walked into a 5 star hotel with a
briefcase full of sex toys? Perhaps bedded a Royal
Prince? "First Floor, Room 16" is the hilarious and
detailed confessions of a male escort working in London.
The book follows the exploits of Pedro the escort, the
personal life of Pablo and how these two live side by side
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as one person. Pedro brings the money and Pablo
spends it and makes decisions. Pedro is a dominant
rough top in bed and Pablo is a submissive naughty
bottom. Pablo influences Pedro's sexual activities by
adding new techniques, styles or sexual games that he
learnt with his lovers, and Pedro uses them with his
clients. Pablo is very organised, creative and charming
so Pedro absorbs these qualities and uses them in his
work. Pedro takes us on adventures through posh hotels
and trips with Royals, with twists and turns that find him
in some bizarre situations, moments of danger and in far
corners of the world. Pablo on the other hand takes us
on a journey of self-discovery; learning about love and
relationships, financial management and how to have a
life separate to the escorting world. Through entertaining
anecdotes and vivid description, the pair teach us about
the dos and don'ts of the industry and also of life itself,
while breaking the modern day stereotypes of the
escorting industry and of those who work in it. YOUR
REVIEWS ARE VERY IMPORTANT. THANKS MAXIMO
KOVAK
This book takes readers behind the screen to uncover how
digital technologies have affected the UK sex industry. The
authors use extensive new datasets to explore the working
practices, safety and regulation of the sex industry, for
female, male and trans sex workers primarily working in the
UK. Insights are given as to how sex workers use the internet
in their everyday working lives, appropriating social media,
private online spaces and marketing strategies to manage
their profiles, businesses and careers. Internet Sex Work also
explores safety strategies in response to new forms of crimes
experienced by sex workers, as well as policing responses.
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The book will be of interest to students and scholars across a
range of social science disciplines, including gender studies,
socio-legal studies, criminology and sociology.
This is a story told through the eyes of an ex-male escort, Jay
Beau Andrews, now in his Thirties, reflects on his
extraordinary life constructing an identity from surviving abuse
from his stepfather, delving into a world of indulgence, then
hits rock bottom as his desirability is diminishing. The life of a
male escort has a very short self-life and unfortunately his
time is up, so now he is alone and terrified. Whilst a maturing
Jay is trying to make a new life in the real world of '9 to 5' he
becomes the target to cruel bullying and discrimination at
both work and home. This leads to being forced to move from
one rented premises to another due to harassment about his
history. Overall this dramatic story discovers why he masked
the emotional pain through an era of chasing addictive
admiration, yet now struggles to escape his past which has
branded him for life. Jay reveals all the details about his life,
understanding his bisexuality, and tries to make sense of the
decisions he has made. Jay speaks candidly about what
really went on behind doors as an exclusive insight about
how he dealt with being secretly abused as a child, becoming
a 'party boy' in his twenties with the looks and body to die for,
his rendezvous and encounters, as well as near death
experiences. In present day, Jay is now the target of bullying
and discrimination due to his past. But what he also reveals is
if working in the world's oldest profession is all that is cracked
to be. The truth will be told through the point of view of Jay
and he does not hold back. Strap yourself into a journey of an
ordinary Aussie bloke with a not-so-ordinary life and the
damage done. Was it all worth the race that was run, and the
unexpected twisted final outcome?Cover image courtesy of:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/, accessed 30th
July. 2016
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Sex, money, drugs and danger: they are all in a night’s work
for millions of prostitutes around the world. But who are they?
What are their lives like? And how do they really feel about
what they do? Their answers are here, the unvarnished truth
of life in the modern sex trade told by those who work in it.
Author Julian Davies interviewed streetwalkers, call girls,
brothel workers, dominatrix and even male escorts to uncover
their twilight world: the tricks of the trade; the violent punters
and bizarre requests; the run-ins with the cops; the risks, the
family breakdowns and the absurd situations. Controversial,
shocking and explicit, but also often funny and poignant,
Hookers is the most candid account ever of life inside the
underground sex industry.
In 1940s Los Angeles, an unidentified murder victim is found
bisected in a shadowy lot. A catchy nickname is given her in
jest—"The Virgin Tramp"—and suddenly a "nice little homicide
that would have drifted off the front pages in a couple of days"
becomes a storm center. Two brothers, Tom and Des
Spellacy, are at the heart of this powerful novel of IrishCatholic life in Southern California just after World War II.
Played in the film version by Robert Duvall and Robert De
Niro respectively, Tom is a homicide detective and Des is a
priest on the rise within the Church. The murder investigation
provides the background against which are played the ever
changing loyalties of the two brothers. Theirs is a world of
favors and fixes, power and promises, inhabited by priests
and pimps, cops and contractors, boxers and jockeys and
lesbian fight promoters and lawyers who know how to put the
fix in. A fast-paced and often hilarious classic of
contemporary fiction, True Confessions is about a crime that
has no solutions, only victims. More important, it is about the
complex relationship between Tom and Des Spellacy, each
tainted with the guilt and hostility that separate brothers.
The public has always had a fascination with true crime, from
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the Victorian era to the present day. This collection presents
4 classic true crime books in one volume. Three are by
Wenzell Brown, who worked with troubled teenagers in New
York, turning their stories to stories for his books. Ones is by
Martin M. Frank, who worked as an Assistant District
Attorney, bringing his experiences to book form. Included in
this volume: TEEN-AGE TERROR, by Wenzell Brown
BEDEVILED, by Wenzell Brown GIRLS ON THE RAMPAGE,
by Wenzell Brown DIARY OF A D.A., by Martin M. Frank If
you enjoy this ebook, don't forget to search your favorite
ebook store for "Wildside Press Megapack" to see more of
the 300+ volumes in this series, covering adventure, historical
fiction, mysteries, westerns, ghost stories, science fiction -and much, much more!
Inside the off-Broadway smash hit - contains the original
script, introduction by the director, review excerpts and
afterword. A hit at New York's Fringe Festival, Steven Fales'
true-life story has become a smash across the US. Now
playing off-Broadway, it continues to dazzle audiences with its
honesty and wit as the author recounts his story of being
excommunicated from the Mormon church for being gay,
leaving his wife and children and his subsequent descent into
prostitution and drugs.
CONFESSIONS OF A FAIR-HOUSING AGITATOR relates
the story of the first three months of the author's frustrating
efforts in the fall of 1967 to enlist and organize her small
group of volunteers into smoothly functioning testers. The use
of black testers had been recently approved by the New
Jersey Supreme Court as the only valid way to prove and
successfully prosecute racial discrimination in real estate
offices and apartment complexes. But the process of filing
these complaints with the N. J. Division on Civil Rights was a
legally complicated procedure, requiring some shadowy
methods and requiring the trained skills of the HAHAs, the
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House And Apartment Hunters Anonymous.

Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in
contemporary Texas, reporting on vital issues such as
politics, the environment, industry, and education. As a
leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the
indispensable authority on the Texas scene, covering
music, the arts, travel, restaurants, museums, and
cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
'Under Palombo’s skillful hand, the entangled world of
the Borgias comes vividly to life, exposing the dark
facets of class structure and the all-consuming greed
that comes with ambition--and love." - Heather Webb,
internationally bestselling author of Last Christmas in
Paris and Meet Me in Monaco During the sweltering
Roman summer of 1492, Rodrigo Borgia has risen to
power as pope. Rodrigo’s eldest son Cesare, forced to
follow his father into the church and newly made the
Archbishop of Valencia, chafes at his ecclesiastical role
and fumes with jealousy and resentment at the way that
his foolish brother has been chosen for the military
greatness he desired. Maddalena Moretti comes from
the countryside, where she has seen how the whims of
powerful men wreak havoc on the lives of ordinary
people. But now, employed as a servant in the Vatican
Palace, she cannot help but be entranced by Cesare
Borgia’s handsome face and manner and finds her faith
and conviction crumbling in her want of him. As war
rages and shifting alliances challenge the pope’s
authority, Maddalena and Cesare's lives grow
inexplicably entwined. Maddalena becomes a keeper of
dangerous Borgia secrets, and must decide if she is
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willing to be a pawn in the power games of the man she
loves. And as jealousy and betrayal threaten to tear
apart the Borgia family from within, Cesare is forced to
reckon with his seemingly limitless ambition. Alyssa
Palombo's captivating new novel, The Borgia
Confessions, is a story of passion, politics, and class, set
against the rise and fall of one of Italy's most infamous
families--the Borgias.
In "All inclusive – the confessions of an escort, part 7",
Liam continues to tell his story about how he became the
most popular escort in Stockholm. Liam knows that he is
irresistible. He can have whoever he wants, and he uses
it to his advantage: at work in the sex shop, with
teachers, with friends and sometimes with multiple
people at the same time. He can't get enough. He has
been taught by Mia, Célie and Célie in the art of
pleasure, but so far he hasn't been paid to have sex. But
when an older and very elegant couple visits the store
where he works, everything changes. They offer Liam a
job as an escort. Can he really make a career out of his
promiscuity? Is this when his real life starts? Vanessa
Salt is a pseudonym. Vanessa finds inspiration for the
stories on her many travels, where hot exotic places
nourish her erotic fantasies. She writes with humour
about the passion that can arise when you least expect
it.
"In Whatever She Wants, Andrew Rosetta lifts the lid on
the mysterious, sexy and little-known world of the male
escort. As one of the most sought-after escorts in
London, Andrew's clients are many and varied- from a
gangster s wife in search of a little fun to a world-famous
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pop star requiring the utmost discretion, all of them are
looking for different things. His personal life, meanwhile,
is just as turbulent from a girlfriend who discovers his
secret to a client who turns against him and threatens to
reveal all. Smart, erotic and eye-opening, Whatever She
Wants reveals exactly what type of woman is willing to
part with her money in search of sex, and what type of
man is willing to provide it..."
A social and cultural history of exploitation films, which
were produced on the fringes of Hollywood and often
dealt with subjects forbidden by the Production Code.
“Confessions of a traveloholic” is a compilation of
thirteen travelogues within the frame of a travel book.
The author's aim of publishing this book is to share his
experiences with like-minded people and fellow travelers.
The author has personally experienced when planning
his own trips that going through travel experiences of
others have assisted him to make his own trip much
better & easier. The book makes an interesting and
eclectic read, written in a manner that any reader would
be able to relate to these travelogues, being of varied
nature. The travel experiences of the author are of
regions/places both within as well as outside India. He
shares important information about the destination along
with practical tips for a hassle-free trip to these locations.
So go ahead and ‘Live these Trips’ through the author's
eyes. From bachelor trips to trips with family; from
challenging bike rides to backpacking trips with a baby;
from trekking expeditions to exploring exotic foreign
locales - it’s all present in these Confessions!
This book wrote itself, so to speak. For many years this
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author had maintained the attitude that the multifarious
erotic experiences that are the subject of this book ought
to remain in the minds of the participants, to be
reawakened, revisited and enjoyed only by them. This
instinctive assessment gradually morphed into a
realization that there lies no shame in sharing one's
sexual adventures with whoever cares to visit them and /
or vicariously participate. The abiding caveat being, of
course, to scrupulously maintain the privacy of the
individuals who unwittingly share this largesse allowing
for the enjoyment of countless third party participants.
This book then is dedicated to those who venture to
enjoy the erotic journeys of the senses. Are there those
that do not ?
I went by Raquel, or sometimes Ashley. The name would
change according to the client's membership status and
how much he was willing to spend on me. Following a
career working on the erotic side of Hollywood, I moved
to New York and became a high-end escort for the now
infamous Emperor's Club VIP.I was not a hooker. I was
not a slut. Nor was I a "high-priced ho!" I was a young
woman struggling to make it on my own, and one who
happened to have a desire for excitement and
adrenaline. I am probably a few steps removed from
where your life path has taken you, and let me tell you,
my path ended up being quite a ride - full of sex, money,
power, fame, adventure and yes, several book's worth of
stories.Part of that ride came to a sudden and lifeshaking twist in early 2008, with one scandalous news
report. As the media quickly became inundated with the
story of the soon to be former N.Y. Governor Eliot
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Spitzer and the high-end escort service associated with
him, I struggled to keep a low profile and a cool
sensibility, regardless of the unraveling drama that would
personally affect my life forever. Having been tracked
down by the FBI and subpoenaed to testify regarding my
involvement with Emperors Club, I felt it was vital to
immerse myself in the news to know exactly what I would
be dealing with when the inevitable finally came crashing
down.What I saw angered me greatly. It soon became
apparent that there was a need to shed some light on the
myths and misunderstanding surrounding the high-end
adult entertainment industry. Setting a personal mission
to help clear up some of the clouds surrounding my line
of work, I have decided to expose myself once again in
this tell-all confessional.Full of back door secrets,
opinions, reports and actual journal entries I've kept
throughout my time as an escort, this collection makes
for one salacious, candid and enlightening book. This is
my first-hand, true story.Part memoir, part diary, part
erotica, this racy revelation will appeal to any adult
curious about the erotic subculture of high-end escorting,
particularly that of the notorious Emperors Club VIP and
it's famous clients, all told through the open and honest
eyes of one of the club's most elite companions.
Sometimes it feels like the universe is conspiring to get
things to end up in my mouth....or is that because I'm
always thinking about putting things in my mouth?I'm
sweet and innocent, so I'll blame it all on the law of
attraction.Whether the universe, my dirty little mind, fate
or just hot luck, I have jotted done some of my favorite
encounters and romantic experiences. Not all, just a
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couple that I can't stop thinking about.I re-tell them in a
fictional way to protect the perverted and the married.
Plus, you'll enjoy them more that way.She Dunks the
Whole TeamThis is one of those stories that I SWORE I
would never tell another living soul... because it makes
me look like a total c-- dump sl--.... but quite a few of you
secret perverts emailed me asking if I had ever had an
experience with multiple particpants. So I decided to tell
this one. (Yes, there were others. Don't judge me. I work
hard. Don't I deserve to play every once in a while?)And
I did play this particular night, with a lot of balls.Gag Me,
OfficerI was gagging on my anger when this officer
suggested that I was an escort. Moi?I was so offended
that I had no choice but to take it out on his BBC. If
you've read my other little tabloid tales, then you already
know this one is based on a true experience. Yes, I was
a bit of a tramp in this particular instance, but... but...
but... there is a sweetness to this story. And it's not just
the officer's jizz. Even with the agressive scene, where
he discovered my SECRET, it was still more like
romantic sex than naughty perversion.A young officer
with a budding career, soon to be married, soon to
become a dutiful husband and a loving father: I was
simply helping him transition into his new life and
shedding his old one. ...Allowing him to leave all his
frustrations, fear, and anxiety inside me.You read it and
tell me if you see the situation the same way as I do.The
T-Girl Next DoorShort enough to pat on the head, cute
dimples and one of the BBC I'd ever seen - Of course
this is a love story.I actually don't know how you'll judge
me for my involvement with this guy. After all, he was
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another woman's man at the time.But in my defense...
wait, no... I won't give away the ending. I will say that we
were both at a crossroads in our lives at the time. Unlike
some of my stories that are fan favorites, this is a
sweeter tale. It's not all rough sex and me living out a
dirty fantasy.I owe this guy a great deal. He showed me
another side that I'd never considered before about why
some straight guys go after special girls like myself. I
should have known better. It's not always about
fetishism.Submit to Mama!A big hairy a** and one of the
nastiest attitudes you never want to encounter. Big as a
linebacker, but still a spoiled brat. Coddled by his
helicopter dad, who had been bailing him out of trouble
since he could walk upright. He still drags his
knuckles.You know? The guy that's at the center of all
the drama when the cops show up to break up a bar
brawl. That guy.I wonder if there is some scientific,
biological, evolutionary correlation to the size of a man's
sack and his attitude. The bigger the balls, the bigger the
Neanderthal jerk persona?I was frightened and shaking
in my heels the first time I encountered this guy. I was in
fear of my life.
Confessions of a Working Girl is the true and intimate
diary of Miss S.'s extraordinary first year in a brothel,
revealing what goes on behind the secret curtains of sex
for hire.
As a National Merit Scholar majoring in physics at Rice
University, Henry Rambow thought he was a rational
person. But primed by years of Sunday School and
haunted by a promise made as a terrified child, he
nevertheless fell head over heels into a fundamentalist
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brand of Christianity. Confessions of a Rogue Missionary
is an account of his struggle--and eventual failure--to
reconcile his faith with reason. At times dryly humorous
and at times sober and contemplative, the story begins
when Henry is "born again." Brimming with zeal--but
already plagued by doubt--he travels to Beijing as a
missionary in the guise of an English teacher, where he
tries desperately to embrace the culture and win
disciples for Jesus. Culture clashes and
miscommunications result in cringe-inducing encounters
in unlikely settings, ranging from a brothel to a military
base. Eventually, the very questions that troubled him
from the start prove to be too much, and his faith
collapses entirely, leaving him feeling disillusioned--but
free.
De kleine, astmatische Gary Shteyngart verhuist van
Leningrad naar Amerika. Zijn ouders hopen dat hij
advocaat wordt, of op zijn minst een gewetensvolle
ploeteraar op Wall Street, maar dat blijkt niet weggelegd
voor hun dromerige zoon. Zijn moeder verzint de naam
Misloeksjka â Kleine Mislukkeling. Een troetelnaam.
Meestal. Schipperend tussen het Joods- Russische
familieleven en de Amerikaanse ambitie, leeft hij in twee
tegengestelde werelden, wensend dat hij een echt thuis
vindt. En iemand die verliefd op hem zou worden. En
iemand die hem 69 cent zou kunnen lenen voor een
hamburger van McDonaldâ s. Op provocerende,
hilarische en vindingrijke wijze laat Kleine Mislukkeling
zien dat een levenslang buitenbeentje dankzij zijn
verbeelding een literaire stem heeft, en tegen alle
verwachtingen in, een plaats in de wereld.
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